BOSCH 18V COMPACT TOUGH™ 1/2” DRILL/DRIVER

This drill includes a new ergonomic design for outstanding comfort and durability. The 4-pole open frame motor provides more power in a smaller size and the dust hood is constructed to withstand jobsite conditions.

Features: 
- (2) - 18V High Capacity Lithium-ion SlimPack Batteries (1) - Lithium-ion Battery Fast Charger (1) - Double-sided Philips Drive Bit (1) - Carrying Case

Inclusions: 
- Powerful 5 Amp Motor, 18,000 RPM. 
- Electronically Counter-balanced Single-Blade System automatically positions blade at ideal cutting angle. 
- Eliminates unfair planing caused by misaligned blades. 
- Equipped with Bosch Woodrazor™ micrograin carbide blades, which resist fractures from nail and staple strikes. 
- Ratcheting Depth Knob. 
- No need to re-zero the depth. 
- Chip Ejection Switch System. 
- Edger Fence. 
- Has a protective shield that covers the section of blade not in use. 
- Lock-off Release Button. 
- Park Rest Stand- Double insulated, UL listed, comply to OSHA.

P/N 12-01767...$109.95

BOSCH 3-1/4 INCH PLANER

MODEL 3365 - Features: 
- Features: 
  - Powerful 5 Amp Motor, 18,000 RPM. 
  - Electronically Counter-balanced Single-Blade System automatically positions blade at ideal cutting angle. 
  - Eliminates unfair planing caused by misaligned blades. 
  - Equipped with Bosch Woodrazor™ micrograin carbide blades, which resist fractures from nail and staple strikes. 
  - Ratcheting Depth Knob. 
  - No need to re-zero the depth. 
  - Chip Ejection Switch System. 
  - Edger Fence. 
  - Has a protective shield that covers the section of blade not in use. 
  - Lock-off Release Button. 
  - Park Rest Stand- Double insulated, UL listed, comply to OSHA.

P/N 12-01766...$99.85

BOSCH 18V LITHIUM-ION JIG SAW

The Lithium-Ion Jig Saw (JS180-01) is up to 30% lighter weight than the leading competitor and up to 10% smaller. The 1 handed blade lever and ejection system offer the most convenience and ease of use while the small grip diameter reduces user fatigue during extended use applications. Includes: (2) 18V Lithium-Ion FatPack Batteries - BAT618. 
(1) 1-Hour Charger, (1) Carrying Bag. 
Specifications: Battery/Charger: 1/2 Hour Charger. Bevel Angle Range: 45 Degrees. Length: 10.24”. 

P/N 12-02958......$423.00

BOSCH 3-1/4 INCH PLANER 120V

Powerful 6.0 amp motor, 16,500 RPM for fast stock removal and a smooth finish. Electronically-counter-balanced single-blade system automatically positions blade at ideal cutting angle. Reduces drag and provides fast operation and a smooth finish. Eliminates uneven planing caused by misaligned blades. Equipped with Bosch Woodrazor™ micrograin carbide blades. Ratcheting depth knob that allows for fool-proof setting of depth increments from 0” to 1/16” (1.5 mm). Also features an edge guide fence. A protective shield covers the section of blade not in use. 

No Load RPM: 16,500. Planing Depth: 0 - 1/16” (1.5 mm). 
Planing Width: 0” to 3-1/4”. Rabbet Depth: 5/16”. Rating: 120V AC. 
Shoe Length: 11 - 1/8”. 

P/N 12-02823......$133.75

BOSCH 10.8V I-DRIVER

MODEL PS10-2A - Features: 
- 80 in.-lvs. of Torque — Drives 100 3-inch screws per battery charge. 
- Ultra-Compact Head Length — 3.5” total head length - 3 times shorter than most popular competitor. 
- 90-Degree Articulating Head. 
- 7+1 Electric Clutch. 
- Forward/Reverse Button — Equally useful at driving or removing screws. 
- Quick Change Chuck — Prevents bit loss in drill mode. 
- 1/4” hex shank bits. 
- Storage Hanger — Convenient tool storage between uses. 
- Variable Speed Trigger — Revolutionary design provides increased sensitivity and control.

P/N 12-01754.......$159.75

BOSCH 10.8V POCKET DRIVER

MODEL PS20-2 - Features: 
- 80 in.-lvs. of Torque — Drives 100 3-inch screws per battery charge. 
- Ultra-Compact Power & Design — Almost half the size of a 12V compact drill/driver. 
- LED Light — For tight spaces and applications. 
- Forward/Reverse Button — Equally useful at driving or removing screws. 
- Quick Change Chuck — Prevents bit loss in drill mode. 
- 1/4” hex shank bits. 
- 10+1 Clutch — Enables precision driving and eliminates over torque in soft base materials. 
- Auxiliary Handle — specifically designed and angled to a “natural” position. 
- Eliminates uneven planing caused by misaligned blades. 
- Equipped with Bosch Woodrazor™ micrograin carbide blades, which resist fractures from nail and staple strikes. 
- Ratcheting Depth Knob. 
- No need to re-zero the depth. 
- Chip Ejection Switch System. 
- Edger Fence. 
- Has a protective shield that covers the section of blade not in use. 
- Lock-off Release Button. 
- Park Rest Stand- Double insulated, UL listed, comply to OSHA.

P/N 12-01755.......$125.95

BOSCH 18V IMPACTOR CORDLESS IMPACT WRENCH

MODEL 22618 - Features: 
- Innovative Hammer & Anvil System delivers up to 1,950 in/lb of torque 1/2” Square Drive Anvil. 
- Soft-grip handle, not the user, absorbs the impact during fastening applications — Reduces fatigue and stress, provides maximum cushioning and comfort. 
- Cutting-edge, high-performance motor and all-metal gears — Super fast operating speed. 
- delivering a category-best 3,200 BPM and 2,800 RPM. 
- Optional Gear Box Cover — For Added Protection. 
- Lightweight 4.6 pounds and 6 inches in length — incredibly versatile for use in dozens of drilling, fastening and driving applications. 
- Aluminum Gear housing with protective rubber front Variable-speed trigger — For complete control. 
- Externally accessible brushes — For easy brush replacement. 
- Multi-purpose reversible tool hook. 
- Multiple-position swivel LED lighting system — Increases visibility great for dark or enclosed areas.

P/N 12-01757.......$317.95

BOSCH 18V IMPACTOR CORDLESS IMPACT WRENCH

MODEL 22612 — 12 Battery for medium-duty jobs. 
14.4V Battery for heavy-duty jobs. The Most Powerful Impact Wrench In The Line! 
18V Battery for heavy-duty jobs. Faster and more powerful than standard impact drivers. 

The most lightweight driver in the lineup. 
9.6V Battery for medium-duty jobs. 
(2) - 2.4A-H Batteries - BAT181 (1) — 30 Minute Charger — BC130 (1) — Tool Hook - IMPHOOK (1) — Carrying Case - Included (1) — Gear Box Cover

P/N 12-01758.......$306.95

BOSCH TOP HANDLE JIGSAW

Toolless Blade-Change System - Fast insertion, blade ejection lever eliminates need to touch hot blade. Most secure jig saw clamping system.

Features: 
- Powerful 7.0-Amp Jigsaw — Top jig saw amp rating. 
- Variable speed - Dial sets maximum speed and accelerator trigger controls operating speed. 
- Constant Response™ circuitry — Maintains desired speed for consistent performance and precision. 
- Aluminum gearbox with insulated cover - Toolless Blade-Change System — Fast insertion, blade ejection lever eliminates need to touch hot blade. Most secure jig saw clamping system. 
- Internal Precision Control - Precision-machined plunging system and low-vibration design for enhanced accuracy and extremely smooth operation. 
- Large, sturdy die-cast foot with steel insert and onboard bevel wrench. 
- Exclusive multi-directional blade clamp provides superior grip of T-shank blades. (JS170 does not accept U-shank blades) 
- Four orbital-action settings - Different blade strokes for smooth to aggressive cuts. 
- Adjustable dust blower keeps cutting line clear. 
- Ergonomic top handle with soft-grip areas for solid, comfortable grip. 
- Ambidextrous lock-on button - For steady long cuts and user comfort and control.

P/N 12-03215.......$175.95